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THE KNOWLEDGE BASE 





foaf:name             Albert Einstein 
rdfs:comment          Albert Einstein was a German-born  
                      theoretical physicist who developed 
                      the general theory of relativity[…] 
dbo:birthDate         1879-03-14 
dbo:birthPlace         dbpedia:Ulm 
                      dbpedia:German_Empire 
                      dbpedia:Kingdom_of_Württemberg 
dbp:residence         Germany 
                      Italy 
                      Switzerland 
                      .. 
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QUERY UNDERSTANDING
Entity Linking in Queries
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ENTITY LINKING IN QUERIES

Query Entity Linking Interpretation

‣ Evaluation is revisited 
‣ TAGME as baseline for entity linking in queries
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RESEARCH QUESTION

How should entity linking in 
queries be performed to 
achieve high efficiency and 
effectiveness?

Question?



METHODS: 
(1) Unsupervised (Greedy) 
(2) Supervised (LTR)
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UNSUPERVISED [MLMcg]
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are non-overlapping and each mention m
j

is linked to an entity e
j

in a reference knowl-
edge base. By way of illustration, the output of ELQ for the query “new york pizza man-
hattan” would be I = {E1, E2}, where E1 = {(new york pizza, NEW YORK-STYLE
PIZZA), (manhattan, MANHATTAN)} and E2 = {(new york, NEW YORK), (manhat-
tan, MANHATTAN)}. Following [3, 16], we restrict ourselves to detecting proper noun
entities and do not link general concepts (e.g., “PIZZA”).

We frame the ELQ problem as a sequence of the following two subtasks: candi-
date entity ranking (CER) and disambiguation. The first subtask takes the query q and
outputs a ranked list of mention-entity pairs along with the corresponding scores. The
second subtask takes this list as input and forms the set of entity linking interpreta-
tions I . For each subtask, we present two alternatives: unsupervised and supervised.
The resulting four possible combinations are compared experimentally in Sect. 5.1.

3.1 Candidate Entity Ranking

This subtask is responsible for (i) identifying all possible entities that can be linked in
the query and (ii) ranking them based on how likely they are link targets (in any inter-
pretation of the query). The objective is to achieve both high recall and high precision
at early ranks, as the top-ranked entity-mention pairs obtained here will be used di-
rectly in the subsequent disambiguation step. Using lexical matching of query n-grams
against a rich dictionary of entity name variants allows for the identification of candi-
date entities with close to perfect recall [16]. We follow this approach to obtain a list of
candidate entities together with their corresponding mentions in the query. Our focus
of attention below is on ranking these candidate (m, e) pairs with respect to the query,
i.e., estimating score(m, e, q).

Unsupervised For the unsupervised ranking approach, we take a state-of-the-art gener-
ative model, specifically, the MLMcg model proposed by Hasibi et al. [16]. This model
considers both the likelihood of the given mention and the similarity between the query
and the entity: score(m, e, q) = P (e|m)P (q|e), where P (e|m) is the probability of a
mention being linked to an entity (a.k.a. commonness [22]), computed from the FACC
collection [12]. The query likelihood P (q|e) is estimated using the query length nor-
malized language model similarity [20]:

P (q|e) =
Q

t2q

P (t|✓
e

)

P (t|q)
Q

t2q

P (t|C)

P (t|q) , (1)

where P (t|q) is the term’s relative frequency in the query (i.e., n(t, q)/|q|). The entity
and collection language models, P (t|✓

e

) and P (t|C), are computed using the Mixture
of Language Models (MLM) approach [27].

Supervised Our supervised approach employs learning-to-rank (LTR), where each
(query, mention, entity) triple is described using a set of features. The ranking func-
tion is trained on a set of mention-entity pairs with binary labels, with positive labels
denoting the correctly annotated entities for the given query. We use a total of 28 fea-
tures from the literature [6, 23], which are summarized in Table 2.

Probabilistic model for ranking entities based on the query 
and the specific mention
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SUPERVISED [LTR]

28 features extracted based on:  
   mention, entity, mention-entity, and query

Entity Linking in Queries: Efficiency vs. Effectiveness 5

Table 2. Feature set used for ranking entities, categorized to mention (M), entity (E), mention-
entity (ME), and query (Q) features.

Feature Description Type

Len(m) Number of terms in the entity mention M
NTEM(m)‡ Number of entities whose title equals the mention M
SMIL(m)‡ Number of entities whose title equals part of the mention M
Matches(m) Number of entities whose surface form matches the mention M
Redirects(e) Number of redirect pages linking to the entity E
Links(e) Number of entity out-links in DBpedia E
Commonness(e,m) Likelihood of entity e being the target link of mention m ME
MCT (e,m)‡ True if the mention contains the title of the entity ME
TCM(e,m)‡ True if title of the entity contains the mention ME
TEM(e,m)‡ True if title of the entity equals the mention ME
Pos1(e,m) Position of the 1st occurrence of the mention in entity abstract ME
SimM

f

(e,m)† Similarity between mention and field f of entity; Eq. (1) ME
LenRatio(m, q) Mention to query length ratio: |m|

|q|

Q
QCT (e, q) True if the query contains the title of the entity Q
TCQ(e, q) True if the title of entity contains the query Q
TEQ(e, q) True if the title of entity is equal query Q
Sim(e, q) Similarity between query and entity; Eq. (1) Q
SimQ

f

(e, q)† LM similarity between query and field f of entity; Eq. (1) Q
‡ Entity title refers to the rdfs:label predicate of the entity in DBpedia
† Computed for all individual DBpedia fields f 2 F and also for field content (cf. Sec 4.1) .

3.2 Disambiguation

The disambiguation step is concerned with the formation of entity linking interpreta-
tions {E1, ..., Em

}. Similar to the previous step, we examine both unsupervised and
supervised alternatives, by adapting existing methods from the literature. We further
extend the supervised approach with novel elements.

Unsupervised We employ the greedy algorithm introduced in [16], which forms inter-
pretations in three consecutive steps: (i) pruning, (ii) containment mention filtering, and
(iii) set generation. In the first step, the algorithm takes the ranked list of mention-entity
pairs and discards the ones with ranking score below the threshold ⌧

s

. This threshold is
a free parameter that controls the balance between precision and recall. The second step
removes containment mentions (e.g., “kansas city mo” vs. “kansas city”) by keeping
only the highest scoring one. Finally, interpretations are built iteratively by processing
mention-entity pairs in decreasing order of score and adding them to an existing inter-
pretation E

i

, where the mention does not overlap with other mentions already in E
i

and
i is minimal; if no such interpretation exists then a new interpretation E|E|+1 is created.

Supervised The overall idea is to generate all possible interpretations from a ranked
list of mention-entity pairs, then employ a binary classifier to collectively select the
most pertinent interpretations. Our approach is similar in spirit to the top performing
contender in the ERD challenge [6], as they also select interpretations using a collec-
tive supervised approach. However, we generate the interpretations only from the top-K
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UNSUPERVISED [Greedy]

Algorithm 1 Greedy Interpretation Finding (GIF)
Input: Ranked list of mention-entity pairs M ; score threshold s
Output: Interpretations I = {E1, ..., Em}

begin
1: M 0  Prune(M, s)
2: M 0  PruneContainmentMentions(M 0)
3: I  CreateInterpretations(M 0)
4: return I

end
1: function CREATEINTERPRETATIONS(M )
2: I  {;}
3: for (m, e) in M do
4: h 0

5: for E in I do
6: if ¬ hasOverlap(E, (m, e)) then
7: E.add((m, e))
8: h 1

9: end if
10: end for
11: if h == 0 then
12: I .add({(m, e)})
13: end if
14: end for
15: return I
16: end function

(I)  Pruning of mention-entity pairs 
Discards the ones with score < threshold τs  

For containment mentions, keep only the highest 
scoring one

(II) Set generation 
Adding mention-entity pairs in decreasing order 
of score to an interpretation set



SUPERVISED [LTR]

1)  Generate all interpretations (from the top-K entity-mention pairs) 
2)  Collectively select the interpretations with a binary classifier
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TEST COLLECTIONS

‣ Y-ERD  
• Based on the Yahoo Search Query Log to Entities dataset 
• 2398 queries 

‣ ERD-dev 
• Released as part of the ERD challenge 2014 
• 91 queries



Results: 

‣ It is more beneficial to perform the (expensive) supervised learning for 
the first step and tackle disambiguation with an unsupervised algorithm.  

‣ Entity interdependence features are less helpful for entity 
disambiguation compared to contextual similarity features 

‣ LTR-Greedy approach achieves the state-of-the-art performance

ENTITY LINKING IN QUERIES



ENTITY RETRIEVAL
Returning Entities in response to queries
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SEMANTIC-AWARE RETRIEVAL
Term-based representation
foaf:name       Hans Albert Einstein 
rdfs:comment    Hans Albert Einstein was an 
                engineer, and the child of 
                Albert Einstein and Mileva  
                Marić [..] 
dbo:birthDate   1904-05-14 
dbo:birthPlace  Bern 
dbp:parent      Albert Einstein 
                Mileva Maric

albert einstein children

foaf:name       Hans Albert Einstein 
rdfs:comment    Hans Albert Einstein was an 
                engineer, and the child of Albert 
                Einstein and Mileva Marić [..] 
dbo:birthDate   1904-05-14 
dbo:birthPlace  dbpedia:Bern 
dbp:parent      dbpedia:Albert_Einstein 
                dbpedia:Mileva_Maric

term-based  
matching



dbo:birthPlace  dbpedia:Bern 
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Term-based representation
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Entity-based representation

foaf:name       Hans Albert Einstein 
rdfs:comment    Hans Albert Einstein was an 
                engineer, and the child of Albert 
                Einstein and Mileva Marić [..] 
dbo:birthDate   1904-05-14 
dbo:birthPlace  dbpedia:Bern 
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dbpedia:Albert_Einstein

term-based  
matching

entity 
linking
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METHOD

q1q1 q2q2 q3q3

DD

e1e1

barack obama parents BARACK OBAMAalbert einstein children dbpedia:Albert_Einstein

Based on Markov Random Fields (MRF) 

D. Metzler and W. B. Croft. A Markov Random Field model for term dependencies. In Proc. of SIGIR, pages 472–479, 2005. 
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‣ cliques involving a query term and the document 
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DD
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Based on Markov Random Fields (MRF) 
‣ cliques involving two query terms and the document 

albert einstein children



Based on Markov Random Fields (MRF) 
‣ cliques involving an entity and the document 
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ENTITY LINKING RETRIEVAL (ELR)

Feature-based ranking model 

Terms

Ordered bigrams

Unordered bigrams

Entities



ENTITY LINKING RETRIEVAL (ELR)

The free parameters    set the weight for each feature�

to be trained



ENTITY LINKING RETRIEVAL (ELR)

Scores of different features are normalized

q1q1 q2q2 q3q3

DD

e1e1

barack obama parents BARACK OBAMA

Figure 2: Graphical representation of the ELR model for the
query “barack obama parents”. Here, all the terms are sequen-
tially dependent and the phase "barack obama" is linked to the
entity BARACK OBAMA.

match of the phrase qi, qi+1, while #uwN(qi, qi+1) counts the co-
occurrence of terms within a window of N words (where N is set
to 8 based on [31]). The parameter µ is the Dirichlet prior, which
is taken to be the average document length in the collection.

Putting all these together, SDM is basically the weighted sum
of language model scores obtained from three sources: (i) query
terms, (ii) exact match of query bigrams, and (iii) unordered match
of query bigrams. Our approach in §4 employs the same sequential
dependence assumption that SDM does.

3.3 Fielded Sequential Dependence Model
The Fielded Sequential Dependence Model (FSDM) [46] ex-

tends the SDM model to support structured document retrieval. In
essence, FSDM replaces the document language model of feature
functions (Eqs. (6), (7), and (8)) with those of the Mixture of Lan-
guage Models (MLM) [37]. Given a fielded representation of a
document (e.g., title, body, anchors, metadata, etc. in the context of
web document retrieval), MLM computes a language model prob-
ability for each field and then takes a linear combination of these
field-level models. Hence, FSDM assumes that a separate language
model is built for each document field and then computes the fea-
ture functions based on fields f 2 F , with F being the universe of
fields. For individual terms, the feature function becomes:

fT (qi, D) = log

X

f

wT
f

tfqi,Df + µf
cfqi,f
|Cf |

|Df |+ µf
, (9)

while ordered and unordered bigrams are estimated as:

fO(qi, qi+1, D) =

log

X

f

wO
f

tf#1(qi,qi+1),Df
+ µf

cf#1(qi,qi+1),f

|Cf |

|Df |+ µf
(10)

fU (qi, qi+1, D) =

log

X

f

wU
f

tf#uwN(qi,qi+1),Df
+ µf

cf#uwN(qi,qi+1),f

|Cf |

|Df |+ µf
.

(11)

The parameters wf are the weights for each field, which are set to
be non-negative with the constraint

P
f wf = 1. Zhiltsov et al.

[46] trained both the field weights (wf ) and the feature function
weights (�T ,�O,�U in Eq. (5)) in two stages using the Coordinate
Ascent algorithm [32].

4. THE ELR APPROACH
This section presents our approach for incorporating entity link-

ing into entity retrieval. We start by introducing our general MRF-

based framework in §4.1, and continue with describing the feature
functions in §4.2 and fielded representation of entities in §4.3.

4.1 Model
Our Entity Linking incorporated Retrieval (ELR) approach is an

extension of the MRF framework for incorporating entity annota-
tions into the retrieval model. We note, without detailed elabora-
tion, that ELR is applicable to a wide range of retrieval problems
where documents, or document-based representations of objects,
are to be ranked, and entity annotations are available to be lever-
aged in the matching of documents and queries. Our main focus in
this paper, however, is limited to entity retrieval; entity annotations
are an integral part of the representation here, cf. Figure 1. (This
is unlike to traditional document retrieval, where documents would
need to be annotated by an automated process that is prone to er-
rors). To show the generic nature of our approach, and also for the
sake of notational consistency with the previous section, we shall
refer to documents throughout this section. We detail how these
documents are constructed for our particular task, entity retrieval,
in §4.3.

Our interest in this work lies in incorporating entity annotations
and not in creating them. Therefore, entity annotations of the query
are assumed to have been generated by an external entity linking
process, which we treat much like a black box. Formally, given an
input query Q = q1...qn, the set of linked entities is denoted by
E(Q) = {e1, ..., em}. We do not impose any restrictions on these
annotations, i.e., they may be overlapping and a given query span
might be linked to multiple entities. It might also be that E(Q)

is an empty set. Further, we assume that annotations have confi-
dence scores associated with them. For each entity e 2 E(Q),
let s(e) denote the confidence score of e, with the constraint ofP

e2E(Q) s(e) = 1.
The graph underlying our model consists of document, term, and

entity nodes. As shown in Figure 2, we assume that the query terms
are sequentially dependent on each other, while the annotated en-
tities are independent of each other and of the query terms. Based
on this assumption, the potential functions are computed for three
types of cliques: (i) 2-cliques consisting of edges between the doc-
ument and a term node, (ii) 3-cliques consisting of the document
and two term nodes, and (iii) 2-cliques consisting of edges between
the document and an entity node. The potential functions for the
first two types are identical to the SDM model (Eqs. (3) and 4). We
define the potential function for the third clique type as:

 E(e,D;⇤) = exp[�EfE(e,D)],

where �E is a free parameter and fE(e,D) is the feature function
for the entity e and document D (to be defined in §4.2). By substi-
tuting all feature functions into Eq. (2), the MRF ranking function
becomes:

P (D|Q)

rank
=

X

qi2Q

�T fT (qi, D)+

X

qi,qi+12Q

�OfO(qi, qi+1, D)+

X

qi,qi+12Q

�UfU (qi, qi+1, D)+

X

e2E(Q)

�EfE(e,D).

This model introduces an additional parameter for weighing the im-
portance of entity annotations, �E , on top of the three parameters
(�{T,O,U}) from the SDM model (cf. §3.2). There is a crucial dif-
ference between entity-based and term-based matches with regards

entity linking score
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Increase profit by

35%INEX-LD

QALD-2List Search
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heterogenous 
queries

SemSearch-ES

• “madrid”
• “brooklyn bridge”

• “vietnam war facts”
• “roman architecture”

• “states that border 
oklahoma” • “What is the second 

highest mountain?”



Results: 
‣ 4.4–7.3% improvements over in terms of MAP over  

all baseline methods  

‣ The biggest improvements are obtained for the ListSearch and 
QALD-2 queries, seeking entities related to other entities 
(8-16% in terms of MAP) 

‣ The model is robust against parameters 
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ENTITY SUMMARIZATION

Albert Einstein

dbo:almaMater              dbr:ETH_Zurich 

… and ~700 more facts

dbo:almaMater              dbr:ETH_Zurich 
dbo:almaMater              dbr:University_of_Zurich 
dbo:award                  dbr:Max_Planck_Medal 
dbo:award                  dbr:Nobel_Prize_in_Physics  
dbo:birthDate              1879-03-14 
dbo:birthPlace             dbr:Ulm 
dbo:birthPlace             dbr:German_Empire 
dbo:citizenship            dbr:Austria-Hungary 
dbo:children               dbr:Eduard_Einstein 
dbo:children               dbr:Hans_Albert_Einstein 
dbo:deathDate              1955-04-18  
dbo:deathPlace             dbr:Princeton,_New_Jersey 
dbo:spouse                 dbr:Elsa_Einstein  
dbo:spouse                 dbr:Mileva_Marić 
dbp:influenced             dbr:Leo_Szilard

http://dbpedia.org/ontology/deathDate
http://dbpedia.org/ontology/deathPlace


dbo:almaMater              dbr:ETH_Zurich 
dbo:almaMater              dbr:University_of_Zurich 
dbo:award                  dbr:Max_Planck_Medal 
dbo:award                  dbr:Nobel_Prize_in_Physics  
dbo:birthDate              1879-03-14 
dbo:birthPlace             dbr:Ulm 
dbo:birthPlace             dbr:German_Empire 
dbo:citizenship            dbr:Austria-Hungary 
dbo:children               dbr:Eduard_Einstein 
dbo:children               dbr:Hans_Albert_Einstein 
dbo:deathDate              1955-04-18  
dbo:deathPlace             dbr:Princeton,_New_Jersey 
dbo:spouse                 dbr:Elsa_Einstein  
dbo:spouse                 dbr:Mileva_Marić 
dbp:influenced             dbr:Nathan_Rosen 
dbp:influenced             dbr:Leo_Szilard 
dbo:knownFor               dbr:Brownian_motion

ENTITY SUMMARIZATION

einstein awards

dbo:almaMater              dbr:ETH_Zurich 

http://dbpedia.org/ontology/deathDate
http://dbpedia.org/ontology/deathPlace


RANKING CRITERIA

Importance:  
The general importance of that fact in describing the entity, 
irrespective of any particular information need.

Relevance:  
The relevance of fact to query reflects how well the fact 
supports the information need underlying the query. 



Utility

RANKING CRITERIA

Utility: The utility of a fact combines the general 
importance and the relevance of a fact into a single 
number

importance relevance



Importance

Type-based importance
Predicate specificity

Object specificity
Normalized fact frequency

…

FACT RANKING

Relevance

‣ Supervised ranking, optimized on utility 
• more bias towards importance or relevance  

‣ Fact-query pairs as learning instances

Semantic similarity
Lexical specificity

Inverse rank
Context length

…



SUMMARY GENERATION

1.dbo:birthDate          1879-03-14 
2.dbp:placeOfBirth       Ulm 
3.dbo:birthPlace         dbr:Ulm 
4.dbo:deathDate          1955-04-18  
5.dbo:award              dbr:Nobel_Prize_in_Physics 
6.dbo:deathPlace         dbr:Princeton,_New_Jersey 
7.dbo:birthPlace         dbr:German_Empire 
8.dbo:almaMater          dbr:ETH_Zurich 
9.dbo:award              dbr:Max_Planck_Medal 
10.dbp:influenced        dbr:Nathan_Rosen 
11.dbo:almaMater         dbr:University_of_Zurich 
…

http://dbpedia.org/ontology/deathDate
http://dbpedia.org/ontology/award
http://dbpedia.org/ontology/deathPlace
http://dbpedia.org/ontology/award


SUMMARY GENERATION

1.dbo:birthDate          1879-03-14 
2.dbp:placeOfBirth       Ulm 
3.dbo:birthPlace         dbr:Ulm 
4.dbo:deathDate          1955-04-18  
5.dbo:award              dbr:Nobel_Prize_in_Physics 
6.dbo:deathPlace         dbr:Princeton,_New_Jersey 
7.dbo:birthPlace         dbr:German_Empire 
8.dbo:almaMater          dbr:ETH_Zurich 
9.dbo:award              dbr:Max_Planck_Medal 
10.dbp:influenced        dbr:Nathan_Rosen 
11.dbo:almaMater         dbr:University_of_Zurich 
…

… …
headingiheadingi valueivaluei height(⌧h)height(⌧h)

width(⌧w)width(⌧w)

lineilinei

http://dbpedia.org/ontology/deathDate
http://dbpedia.org/ontology/award
http://dbpedia.org/ontology/deathPlace
http://dbpedia.org/ontology/award


SUMMARY GENERATION
Algorithm 1 Summary generation algorithm

Input: Ranked facts Fe, max height �h , max width �w
Output: Entity summary lines
1: M  Predicate-Name Mapping(Fe)
2: headin�s  [] . Determine line headings
3: for f in Fe do
4: pname  M[fp ]
5: if (pname < headin�s) AND (size(headin�s)  �h ) then
6: headin�s .add((fp ,pname ))
7: end if
8: end for
9: �alues  [] . Determine line values
10: for f in Fe do
11: if fp 2 headin�s then
12: �alues[fp ].add(fo )
13: end if
14: end for
15: lines  [] . Construct lines
16: for ( fp ,pname ) in headin�s do
17: line  pname + ‘:’
18: for � in �alues[fp ] do
19: if len(line) + len(v)  �w then
20: line  line +� . Add comma if needed
21: end if
22: end for
23: lines .add(line)
24: end for

whereRet (q) is the list of retrieved entities for the queryq. In our ex-
periments, we take a state-of-the-art entity retrieval approach [22]
to compute this feature.

Other features: Two additional features we use are (i) the IsLinked
function that looks up the fact object among the linked entities
of the query, and (ii) the Jaccard similarity (�accSim) between the
terms of the query and predicate and object of the fact (separately).

3.2 Summary generation
We now turn to the task of generating a summary from the ranked
list of entity facts. Our proposed approach, presented in Algo-
rithm 1, has three main features that are believed to result in high
quality summaries for entity cards: (i) it creates a summary of a
given size, (ii) identi�es identical facts and �lters out unnecessary
ones, and (iii) handles multi-valued predicates. We note that sum-
mary generation may involve additional processing steps (cf. §2).
Our focus of a�ention here is to emphasize the essence of entity
summary generation as a separate task and to address the minimum
requirements for summaries that will be used on entity cards.

�e algorithm takes as input a ranked list of entity facts Fe ,
and maximum height and width thresholds �h ,�w . �e output is
maximum �h summary lines, each with a heading and one or multi-
ple corresponding values with a maximum width of �w characters.
Figure 2 illustrates these concepts.

�e �rst step in generating the summary is to map knowledge
base predicates to a human readable name. �is is of particular

… …
headingiheadingi valueivaluei

height(�h)height(�h)

width(�w)width(�w)

lineilinei

Figure 2: Structure of an entity summary in entity cards.

importance as the same fact may be described with di�erent pred-
icates; e.g., both dbo:BirthDate and dbp:DateOfBirth have the
same meaning. Recognizing these semantically identical predicates
and mapping them to a canonical name is encapsulated in the func-
tion Predicate-Name Mapping (line 1 of Algorithm 1). Depending on
the underlying knowledge base, this task can be highly non-trivial.
In our experiments using DBpedia, we take two predicates semanti-
cally identical if one of the followings holds: (i) one predicate name
(irrespective the pre�x) is a plural form of the other, (ii) all object
values of two predicates are identical, while the predicate names
partially match each other.

�e summary is built in three stages. First (from line 2 of Al-
gorithm 1), the headings for each summary line are selected; the
algorithm keeps the unique predicates corresponding to facts, such
that the number of predicates does not exceed the threshold �h .
Next (from line 9 of Algorithm 1), the values for each line are se-
lected; this is the part where values for the multi-valued predicates
are collected. Finally (from line 16 of Algorithm 1), the heading
(human-readable predicate) and object values are concatenated
together such that they meet the width constraint �w .

4 ESTABLISHING A BENCHMARK
�ere is no existing test set for fact ranking that considers queries.
�erefore, we develop and make publicly available a fact ranking
benchmark via crowdsourcing, as we shall explain in this section.

4.1 Data sources
To build the collection, we need a set of entity-bearing queries with
their corresponding entities that should be summarized. Below, we
describe the data sources used for this purpose.

Knowledge base. We use DBpedia (version 2015-10) as our knowl-
edge base, and restrict entities to those with a title and short abstract
(rdfs:label and rdfs:comment); entities without these a�ributes
may not be of su�cient importance to be presented as a card. Since
we are concerned with generating entity summaries, we blacklisted
predicates that are related to the other parts of the entity card, such
as image, entity name and type, abstracts, and related entities. Fur-
thermore, we �ltered out noisy predicates that consist of numbers
or a single character. To ensure that entity summarization is a
meaningful exercise (i.e., entities have enough number of facts to
select from), our collection is restricted to entities with at least 5
“valid” predicates a�er �ltering.

�eries. �e queries are taken from theDBpedia-entity dataset [2],
which is a standard test collection for entity retrieval [2, 8, 27, 31, 44].
It contains 485 queries from 4 di�erent categories: SemSearch ES
consisting of named entity queries (e.g., “ashley wagner”, “car-
olina”), List Search made up of di�erent entity list queries (e.g.,
“ra� albums”), QALD-2 containing natural language queries (e.g.,

‣ Creates a summary of a 
given size (length and width) 

‣ Resolving identical facts  
(RF feature) 

‣ Grouping multi-valued 
predicates (GF feature)



Results: 
‣ 16% improvements (in terms of NDCG@10) over the best  

baseline for fact ranking 

‣ Users preferred utility-based summaries over importance/relevance-
based ones 

‣ Grouping of multivalued predicates (GF features) is perceived as 
more important by the users than the resolution of identical facts (RF 
feature)

ENTITY SUMMARIZATION
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DBPEDIA-ENTITY V2
Improvements compared to the previous collection: 

‣ Graded relevance judgments were collected for all queries and also all  
judged items (relevant or not) were included in the qrels 

‣ A recent DBpedia version  (2015-10) were used as the knowledge base 

‣ The relevance labels were obtained under the same conditions for all 
queries in the collection 
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